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The Accuracy of Teledermatology Storeand-Forward e-Triage in Diagnosing and
Treating Patients of the National Health
Service in the United Kingdom
Abstract
Introduction: Teledermatology is a tool that is being used in many parts of the
world to help provide dermatological expertise in the diagnosis and management
of skin conditions for people who lack access to specialist services. The purpose
of this study was to evaluate the accuracy of teledermatology store-and-forward
e-triage in diagnosing and treating patients of the NHS in the United Kingdom
when compared to the standard outpatient face-to-face consultation.
Methods: After obtaining consent to join the study our research nurse
photographed the patients and took a short history before they were assessed
by our consultant dermatologist in a face-to-face consultation who would provide
a diagnosis and treatment plan on the day. The same consultant dermatologist
would then assess the pictures and history taken by our research nurse and
provide a diagnosis and treatment plan for the same patient at a later date. 46
skin complaints in 44 patients were assessed after the 3 months and the diagnoses
and management plans of the 2 different methods were compared.
Conclusion: The results showed a high diagnostic correlation of 82% (38/46 cases)
and a higher management plan accuracy of 85% (39/44 cases). These promising
results have demonstrated that teledermatology store-and-forward e-triage can
be an important but relatively accurate tool in providing skin specialist services for
patients and areas where these services are scarce if provided.
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Introduction
‘Telemedicine’ is defined as the use of any means of communication
in healthcare preferentially with help of images or visual aids
in interchange for medical information for the management,
diagnosis and prevention of disease and for the continuing
education of healthcare providers all in the interest of advancing
the health of individuals and their communities [1]. Telemedicine
is used in two main modalities; Store-and-forward modality and
live interaction modality [2], each one of them having their own
benefits and disadvantages. In 1995 Perednia and Brown were
the first to use the term ‘Teledermatology’ when it was used in
the rural areas of Oregon in the United States of America due
to the lack of dermatology or skin specialty services provided
[3,4]. Teledermatology has since grown significantly and many
papers were published over the last 2 decades regarding the way
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it has evolved and the significant impact it has had on doctors
and patients alike. In essence the fact that dermatology revolves
around photographic and visual clues to make a diagnosis has
allowed teledermatology to flourish and grow rapidly around
the world especially in areas where skin specialties are so sparse
and needed [5,6]. Teledermatology is currently being used
in different types of healthcare and medical settings such as
hospital and primary care settings but also nursing homes and
care homes. It is also being used to provide care in the developing
world where many people who reside in areas with no access to
dermatology expertise are benefiting from consultations being
provided in developed countries [7,8]. In the United Kingdom,
Teledermatology is seen as a tool to provide general practitioners
fast access to secondary care skin specialist opinion especially
in rural areas where patients have to travel long distances for
dermatological access due to limited availability of specialists
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and centers (Figure 1) [9-11]. The growth in demand to provide
dermatology services in secondary care in the United Kingdom
has increased significantly over the last two decades which has
led to an enormous amount of pressure on dermatologists but
also more importantly extremely long waiting times [12]. This has
created a large problem for primary care physicians and skin care
specialists but also for patients who have grown frustrated with
their skin problems due to the difficulty in obtaining specialist
input. The teledermatology e-triage system can build new clinical
networks between the primary and secondary care doctors which
can result in an improvement of the service and direct healthcare
to the patient in particular especially those that would have to
travel long distances in addition to the long waiting times.

Aim of the Study
To demonstrate and evaluate the accuracy of diagnosing
National Health Service patients referred from primary care
General practitioners. At the same time not only evaluating the
accuracy of the diagnosis but also evaluating the treatment and
management plan proposed by the dermatologist using the
system.

Method
Our research was based on the National Health System and
on seeing patients who were initially referred by General
practitioners for further dermatological advice and it is important
to bear in mind that the average waiting time for such a nonurgent consultation/referral may take up to 3 months. In this
study the diagnosis and treatment plan for adult patients
referred to the dermatologist was recorded by teledermatology
store-and-forward, e-triage and the outpatient face-to-face
consultation for the same patients by the same dermatologist.
The e-triage system used was provided by Symbermedica, United
Kingdom. This e-triage system allowed primary care healthcare
professionals to capture clinical information including structured
proformas, questionnaires and digital photographs. This was
then sent out through a secure network to remote consultant
skin specialists for reporting. Patients referred to secondary
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care were asked to be involved in the study and after obtaining
their consent they were asked to attend half an hour prior to
their appointment with the consultant. They were then seen
by a research nurse who would then take a thorough history
followed by a photograph of the affected area or areas by using
the average camera of 5 megapixels. This was then combined
with the clinical information obtained through the General
practitioner’s records and the patient would proceed to see the
consultant dermatologist however only the General practitioner
letter would be used in the consultation. After three months of
storing the clinical information the results of the two different
methods of consultation were compared. Both patient groups
had the exact same constants in that the same consultant
dermatologist produced a diagnosis and management plan and
the disease was assessed before the dermatologist started any
treatment. During the three-month period we were able to
include 44 patients in the study and we were able to compare the
e-triage diagnosis and treatment plan with the direct face to face
diagnosis and management plan made by the same consultant.

Results
A store-and-forward e-triage diagnosis and treatment plan was
achieved in 96% (44) of cases. 46 skin complaints were assessed
in 44 patients. It showed 82% (38 cases) diagnostic and 85% (39
cases) treatment planning accuracy of the e-triage diagnosis
when compared to the outpatient consultations. In 7% (3) of cases
there was no agreement in either a diagnosis or treatment plan
(Figure 2). In 4% (2) of cases no e-triage diagnosis or treatment
plan was reported due to poor image quality or unknown
identity of a patient. An unclear picture (Table 1) was the most
common cause for a discrepancy between in the diagnoses of
the 2 methods but some of the differences were due to the fact
that the patients required further tests such as Woods light or
dermatoscopy. However in 1 of the 8 cases (12.5%) in which
there was an unclear picture a biopsy was required to confirm
the diagnosis. It was also noted that patients with skin types 3-6
ethnicity were more difficult to assess using store-and-forward
e-triage as they made up 37.5% (3/8) of the cases in which there
was a discrepancy. In most cases an accurate diagnosis and
treatment plan was delivered by the e-triage system and in the
cases where the diagnosis or management did not match no
significant morbidity or adverse events followed.

Discussion

Figure 1 Images sent from a rural area to a secondary
care dermatology consultant in a remote area
to aid in the diagnosis and management of a
skin disease and to help reduce waiting times
for patients.
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The results of this study show a high diagnostic correlation
between the patients assessed by the teledermatology e-triage
system and the patients who were assessed by the face-to-face
direct consultation. In the majority of the skin complaints (82%
or 38 cases), the diagnosis was the same however in 18% the
diagnosis was different. Many factors could be responsible for
the difference in the diagnosis namely not being able to clinically
assess the rash or lesion directly and not being able to feel the
skin to compare if it is rough or smooth. Another factor would be
not being able to use medical equipment to help aid in diagnosing
lesions such as a dermatoscope or Wood’s light. Although the
diagnostic correlation between the 2 methods was high the
aforementioned factors could be some of the contributing reasons
This article is available in: http://www.imedpub.com/ethnomedicine/
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Figure 2 Histogram demonstrating the accuracy of achieving the correct diagnosis and management plan
of e-triage system versus outpatient face-to-face consultation.
Table 1. This table demonstrates the reasons for a difference between the diagnoses of patients being assessed by the 2 different methods. An
unclear picture and the requirement for further tests were the most common culprits for this discrepancy.
Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
Case 4
Case 5
Case 6
Case 7
Case 8

Skin type
1-2
1-2
5-6
3-4
1-2
1-2
3-4
1-2

Presentation
Rash/medical
Rash/medical
Lesion/surgical
Lesion/surgical
Lesion/surgical
Lesion/surgical
Rash/medical
Lesion/surgical

to the low but significant number of cases in which the diagnosis
was different. There was a discrepancy in 8/46 cases (18%) and
in the majority of those an unclear picture was a contributing
factor. The fact that a face-to-face consultation has many more
advantages such as getting the history directly from the patient
and being able to assess specific lesions or rashes directly with
or without the use of dermatological equipment makes it a more
reliable way of yielding a more accurate diagnosis. The fact that
8 of the cases assessed by the e-triage teledermatology method
yielded a different diagnosis to the face-to-face consultation and
this resulted in a different management plan in the majority of
those cases. The results show us that some factors may influence
the dermatologist to favoring a certain diagnosis in face-to-face
consultations, which would result in a different management plan.
Teledermatology can also work as an educating tool to primary
care physicians where they send challenging cases and patients
for diagnosis and treatment but also benefiting from advice on
best ways to contribute to a management plan. Improvement on
the technology and quality of cameras will improve the outcome
in ethnic minority skin types 3-6 and at the same time taking more
detailed pictures and to include pictures with a dermatoscope
attached to the camera will further enhance the outcome.

Conclusion
Teledermatology can be an effective way of providing
© Under License of Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License

Reason for discrepancy
Unclear picture
Unclear picture
Needing dermoscopy
Unclear picture
Needing dermoscopy
Unclear picture
Needing Wood’s light
Unknown identity of patient

Treatment required
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
N/A
Yes
N/A

Biopsy required
No
No
No
Yes
No
N/A
No
N/A

dermatological specialist opinion to patients with no access to
secondary care. It has been used in rural areas where dermatology
specialist services are scarce and it has been used in developing
areas where access to secondary care is limited or non-existent.
The benefit of teledermatology is the fact that dermatology as a
specialty revolves around imaging or visual clues i.e. the answer
may be visible to the naked eye. In this study we compared two
sets of methods in obtaining a diagnosis of the same patient made
by the same consultant. The 2 methods were teledermatology
store-and-forward e-triage method and the old-fashioned faceto-face outpatient consultation. The results were promising in
that we yielded a high diagnostic sensitivity of 82% or 38 out of
46 skin complaints. This resulted in a slightly higher management
plan correlation of 85% (39/46). The difference in the diagnostic
correlation may have been due to poor imaging quality or due to
clinical disadvantages in the store-and-forward e-triage system
such as not being able to use dermatological equipment, or take
a face-to-face medical history and not being able to feel the skin.
The results however show that the teledermatology method can
be a useful tool to dermatologists, primary care physicians but
most importantly patients who lack resources and those who are
unable to access secondary care dermatological services.
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